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Your Proposal 

Drafting a well-written proposal is critical to landing
any freelance consulting role. When working with a
business, decision markers must have a clear
understanding of the value you'll add. A well-written
proposal may be the difference in getting a client or
not, and getting a much higher rate than someone
else. 

Every proposal should showcase two
major components:

1. That you have great, relevant experience 

2. You understand your client and their challenges
well, and are the right person for the job.

Here's what to include:

1. Who you are

2. The client's challenges

3. Your deliverables

4. Compensation 

Proposal Sections

The two major components should
be communicated in four clear
sections.

The Mylance proposal template worked on the first try
and I landed a great role. Now, I use it for every

proposal, and almost always get a quick and positive
response from potential clients.

Joe Davis
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"I had always dreamed of being my own boss, but had so many
questions about how to get started. Mylance gave me all the
tools and confidence to take the plunge into freelance world,

saving me months of trial and error! And after a few short
weeks, I have my first high-paying client. Mylance’s resources,

advisors and community are truly invaluable!"

Sarah Fenn

Your past accomplishments, including career highlights, promotions, and major milestones

The skills you possess that have helped you reach the accomplishments mentioned above

Concrete data points that showcase your experience, and how your role led to past
accomplishments 

Who You Are
In order for the prospective client to make an informed decision and understand what you bring
to the table, you must showcase who you are.

Here's what to include when sharing more about yourself: 
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List out the client's challenges, in their own words. This will show them you're listening

Relay how your work will alleviate their challenges. Show them that you "get it," and are the
right person for the job

The Client's Challenges 
From your calls with the client, you’ve learned about the organization's challenges by asking good
questions. List the challenges and convey your value in this section. 

In this section, here are a few things to cover: 



List out each deliverable, including any subtasks that are relevant to project success

Include an agreed upon timeline for each deliverable. If something is recurring, ensure it is
indicated. If it is a one-time project, clearly outline it in the agreement to prevent scope creep

Your Deliverables
When developing your proposal, it is essential to provide the project details in writing. This will
help prevent scope creep, and ensure your time is protected. It will also help the client envision
what they're getting for their money.

Here's what to include when scoping the project: 

If you don't have health insurance coverage through a partner or parent, you will need to
build premium costs in to your compensation model

Your taxes will not be withheld by the company. It will be your responsibility to estimate
quarterly taxes, and establish a take-home pay that meets your needs 

Compensation 
Freelance consultants must know their value. Be direct and ask the client their budget. Give a
range for your wage expectations, so they aren't shocked. If the previous discussion didn't
include compensation discussions, talk about it when sharing your proposal.

Considerations when setting compensation expectations:

Include your contact information and credentials at the top of the document. Consider adding
visual elements that make your proposal stand out (headshot or company logo)

Share how you've contributed to key results that showcase your ability to drive growth. Use
phrases like, "Increased gross revenue by ___%" and "Doubled client-satisfaction scores in 18
months," to justify your value and the company's investment

If your work is featured on a website, include links to your work or portfolio. If you have
testimonials from previous partners, incorporate the feedback in to the proposal

Tips to create a clear and concise proposal:
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